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 Because I want to emulate cutout, where scalers 
measure logs and then look up Scribner board foot 
volume according to scaling rules.  



 A variable log length, variable top diameter for bole height 
cruise program is required for accurate cruising. 

 I measure DBH, Form Factor (taper) and tree height to a 
top fraction diameter, all outside bark measurements. 

 SuperACE can calculate scaling diameters then anywhere 
along the tree bole. 
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 Are there kinks or crooks in the tree that will be 
required bucking according to my cutting specs? 

 Are some of these defects weak points that will break 
when the tree falls? 

 Is there some associated rot to deduct from a log or 
will a larger cull piece be cut out? 

 How much will my cruise client accept and what 
combination of log lengths will work best? 

 What are my clients or local market preferred log 
lengths?  







March 2015 Log Prices

Length 40' 36' - 38' 32' - 34' 28' - 30' 24' - 26' 22' 16' - 20' 12' - 14'

Grade

# 2 Sawmill & Btr. ( 31" Butt Diameter & Smaller -- Long Axis Inside Bark )600$   576$   564$   510$   420$   420$   480$   357$   

# 3 Sawmill ( 10" - 11" Scaling Diameter ) 600$   576$   564$   510$   420$   420$   480$   357$   

# 3 Sawmill ( 8" - 9" Scaling Diameter ) 600$   576$   564$   510$   420$   420$   480$   357$   

# 3 Sawmill (6"- 7" Scaling Diameter ) & #4 Sawmill (5" +) 600$   576$   564$   510$   420$   420$   480$   357$   

# 2 Sawmill & Btr. ( 32" Butt Diameter & Larger) 375$   360$   353$   319$   263$   263$   300$   -$    

# 3 Sawmill ( 12" + Scaling Diameter ) 375$   360$   353$   319$   263$   263$   300$   -$    

Utility & Short Log -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    -$    

DOUGLAS FIR  LOG PRICE MATRIX --  DARRINGTON 
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The simplest way to deal with merchantable forked tops is to treat each top as a separate tree.  They are taken in 

or out just as you would a normal tree and cruised on their merits. 

 

Treating forks in this manner gives an accurate logs per acre volume.  Using an RD1000, with it’s more precise 

inclination scale, rather than a Relaskop, may make this easier. 

 

If one fork is merchantable and not too different in diameter from the stem below, accurate volume can be 

determined by using inch deductions on the log(s) above the deformity. 

 

If precise trees per acre are needed for some reason, trees that are forks can be designated using the STATUS 

column in SuperACE. 
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1. A cruise program that can handle variable log lengths 
and different top diameters. 

2. Have cruising guidelines that reflect preferred or 
market log lengths. 

3. Use equipment that allows quick and accurate 
measurements and checking:  laser, handheld 
computer. 


